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Special Background Briefing Book for
The Committee for Economic Development
Foreword
Members and Honored Guests,
We are pleased to provide you with this Briefing Book of selected articles from
the Oxford Analytica Daily Brief. They focus on some of the major issues which
are the subjects of this year’s Spring Policy Conference.
Since its foundation in 1942, the CED has played a significant role in supporting
policy makers at home and abroad by delivering “well-researched analysis and
reasoned solutions to our nation’s most critical issues”. The aim of this Oxford
Analytica Briefing Book is to enrich your understanding of some of the issues
and challenges the CED seeks to address.

David K. Young
Executive Director
Oxford Analytica

Oxford Analytica is an international consulting firm founded in 1975 to enable
governments, corporations and international organizations to navigate the
complex macro environments that impact strategies, operations, investments
and policies. It does so by drawing on a network of some 1,500 experts at
leading centres of learning around the world to deliver actionable, authoritative
and impartial insights into global events and trends. The firm’s worldwide
reputation for delivering unparalleled macro diligence is based on its founding
principles, robust methodologies and an impressive track record.
Be sure to take advantage of your complimentary access to the Oxford Analytica
Daily Brief, using the information provided at the back of this Briefing Book.

Yours sincerely,
David K. Young,
Executive Director
Oxford Analytica
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US protectionism would raise trade costs worldwide
Thursday, March 9 2017
The Commerce Department reported on March 7 that the US goods trade deficit widened
to 69.7 billion dollars in January after a five-year high of 4% of GDP last year. The new
administration has threatened to build a wall along the Mexican border, impose punitive
tariffs on countries it runs a goods deficit with and label China a currency manipulator.
Other countries also rely on US demand -- through goods and services trade, investment
and remittances.

What next
Protectionism would raise trade costs for all countries, including the United States.
Keeping the United States open to trade and introducing reforms to help workers face
challenges including automation would support stronger growth, but the new administration
seems committed to a more mercantilist path, raising trade costs and likely reducing
growth prospects.
Analysis
The US Republican and Democratic parties both support the idea that trade agreements
have damaged US workers and that the Trans-Pacific Partnership would have done more
damage.
President Donald Trump and his key trade advisers, Robert Lighthizer as trade
representative Nominee and Peter Navarro as head of the National Trade Council, view
trade as a zero-sum game, in which the winners are goods surplus countries including
China and Germany. The stance gives little attention to global supply-chain integration and
its influence on gains and losses.
However, in the second half of the 20th century, US living standards tripled; flagship trade
reforms were not as game-changing as believed. Before the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), US import tariffs on Mexican goods were already very low. Before
joining the WTO, China already had most-favoured-nation status with the United States.
Furthermore, all countries have lost manufacturing jobs to automation, including Germany
and China, more exposed because of their manufacturing reliance (see INTERNATIONAL:
Industry 4.0 will arrive unevenly - October 12, 2016). The goods focus is also misleading
as services account for a larger share of GDP.

Containers are seen at the Yangshan
Deep Water Port, part of the Shanghai
Free Trade Zone (Reuters/Aly Song)

Impact
• In the unlikely event that
Trump follows through on all
his most extreme trade
threats, the world could
plunge into recession.
• Evidence does not support
the new administration's view
that free trade has damaged
the US economy and the
fortunes of its workforce.
• The WTO is reviewing several
cases the previous US
administration began against
China -- extreme escalation
could trigger US WTO
withdrawal.
• Germany is the only G7
country that the United States
runs both a goods and
services trade deficit with,
placing it in the firing line.

Goods trade
Trump's focus is the US goods deficit, of which China accounts for more than half. Trump
has threatened to label China a currency manipulator and impose punitive import tariffs. A
list of possible manipulators drawn up by the previous US administration in October 2016
included Switzerland, South Korea and Taiwan alongside China.
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China
In 1992 and 1994, the United States labelled China a currency manipulator under the 1988
Trade and Competitiveness Act. In 2016, China only met one of the US Treasury's criteria:
it ran a trade surplus of 251 billion dollars with the United States in 2016 (the first criterion
is a surplus of no more than 20 billion). China did not meet the other two criteria: a current
account surplus above 3% of GDP; and persistently large foreign currency purchases.
The threat of 45% tariffs on Chinese imports appears unlikely, given global supply chain
integration. In consumer goods, and machinery and equipment, US firms have outsourced
much of their manufacturing to Asia. Three consumer-focused sectors are especially
vulnerable:
• final manufactured goods, particularly clothing and footwear;
• machinery and equipment, particularly consumer electronics; and
• food and beverages.
The whole region would suffer, as around 40% of exports from Taiwan, South Korea and
Malaysia to China are processed and then re-exported.
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Border tax
The border tax proposal by the House of Representatives imposes a 20% tax on imports
into the United States, while exempting US firms from paying taxes on exports (see
UNITED STATES: Border tax cannot revive ‘old economy’ - February 21, 2017 ). Moody's
ratings agency estimates that a 20% border tax could strengthen the dollar by 25%.
In theory, this would lower import prices, offsetting the tax. On the export side, the benefit
from being exempt from taxes would be offset by dollar-induced lower competitiveness.
However, the dollar strength adjustment channel is not guaranteed. Around 5 trillion dollars
is traded on foreign exchange markets each day, equivalent to a whole year of US trade
flows: goods trade may not influence dollar trading as much as believed.
Consumers against
The globalised supply chains of US consumer firms Walmart and Target mean they would
suffer higher import costs under a border tax; they have campaigned against it. Consumers
would also suffer if costs were passed on.
Favoured industries
In chemicals, mineral fuels and machinery and engineering equipment, supply chains are
less integrated. Sixteen chief executives wrote to Congress in February supporting the
border tax, arguing that as there is no value-added-tax (VAT) on imports, it would bring the
economy into line with other countries.
Supporters argue that the tax is comparable with other countries' VAT regimes, but this is
not the case. There are differences: the border tax would in effect subsidise wages.
Retaliation
The Chinese authorities have countermeasures ready. An opaque and politicised legal
system gives Beijing scope to respond more flexibly on trade policy.
Beijing could seek international sanction via the WTO, or impose informal penalties,
ranging from floating the renminbi to (at worst) dumping US Treasury bills. It could also
informally block US imports, harass US investors or target sanctions on Trump's
associates.
Other countries
The Commerce Department estimates that 40% of US imports from Mexico contain
materials originating in the United States, a higher share than for China or Germany. As a
result, a 35% tariff on Mexican imports would raise both US and Mexican costs.

Countries could 'race to the
bottom' on trade policy, raising
trade costs globally

Nonetheless, Trump's calls for renegotiating NAFTA have caused concern. Exports to the
United States account for nearly 30% of Mexico's GDP, while remittances from Mexicans
working in the United States account for another 2%.
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Some 17.3% of Vietnam's GDP comes from US exports. Another 3.8% comes from
remittances. In the Philippines, US remittances account for 3.3% of GDP.
Around 10% of Ireland's GDP comes from US exports. For Belgium, the share is 5.2% and
for Germany and Switzerland, around 4.0%. US remittances account for about 2% of GDP
or more in Liberia, The Gambia, Lebanon and Ghana.
Services
Services account for almost 80% of US private-sector GDP, and the services surplus partly
offsets the goods deficit. Over half the surplus is financial and business services, royalties
and licence fees. Deregulation could support faster growth in these high-skill, high-wage
sectors, albeit potentially also reducing stability.
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The revised executive order banning US entry for citizens of six largely Muslim countries
will take effect from March 16, affecting travel, which accounts for 25% of the surplus.
Dollar exposure
Investment positions in US assets also affect vulnerability. Many countries, including
China, run a substantial dollar-asset surplus. In contrast, dollar-denominated debt
obligations account for around 20% or more of GDP in Turkey, Mexico and Brazil. Dollardebt repayments also rise with the dollar, placing vulnerable emerging markets at risk of
further dollar strength (see INT: Global debts will be costlier to pay off - November 15, 2016)
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February 22, 2017

US border tax would fail to revive the ‘old economy’
Washington’s ‘America First’ symbolism is based on a political narrative of
declining industries, not growth potential

Top five US imports and exports, 2015 (billion dollars)
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…and a border adjustment tax would fail to:
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The main sources of imported goods into the United States are also the leading markets for its exports…

2.21%

2.82%

2.58

6.59
Employment: Millions of jobs. Output: Trillions of constant 2009 dollars (estimates for 2024)

House Republicans under Speaker of the House Paul Ryan are
seeking to implement President Donald Trump’s ‘America First’
trade vision by passing a border adjustment tax (BAT) scheme as
part of a broader tax code reform.
While taxing imports at 20% and exempting profits from US goods
sold overseas would benefit US businesses with domestic supply
chains or high-value exporters, US consumers would primarily
carry the costs of more expensive foreign goods.
If orthodox Senate Republicans scupper the BAT regime, the
Trump White House may opt for more extreme methods of
attempting to promote its economic nationalism, such as shortterm import delays, bans on foreign goods and withdrawing from
trade agreements.

_ Government statisticians may come under
political pressure to revise ways of calculating
trade data.
_ The combination of OPEC supply cuts,
deregulation, and a border tax scheme would
prove a boon to US energy producers.
_ Dollar appreciation would probably counteract
any intended decline in imports from a border tax.
_
vacancies for new jobs requiring greater training,
education and interpersonal skills.

See also: Border adjustment tax scheme would hit US oil refiners -- February 3, 2017
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Shift in US aid policy could reduce global prosperity
Friday, March 24 2017
On March 16, the US administration presented its budget request for the 2018 fiscal year
starting October 1, 2017 (FY18). The ‘America First’ budget reflects a bargaining position
that will be examined and moderated by Congress later in the appropriation cycle but may
signal a major policy shift, as recommended funding cuts and proposed elimination of
agencies mark a break from the bipartisan approach of previous decades.

What next
Depending on how many measures the new administration can pass through Congress,
US development policy could evolve in one of two ways. In a ‘major upheaval’ scenario it
will face large budget cuts, with some programmes phased out and the rest repurposed.
This would have consequences not only for the development sector and US foreign policy
but also for global prosperity. In the ‘marginal reform’ scenario, a bipartisan approach
would largely prevail and development agencies and programmes would undergo limited
adjustments to budgets, instruments and priorities.
Analysis
In 2015, the United States provided 31 billion dollars in official development assistance,
about 0.17% of gross national income (against a UN target of 0.7%) and 0.8% of the
federal budget. About 65% of US overseas development aid is untied, containing no
requirement that the funds be used to procure US goods or services.
More than 85% is provided bilaterally through agencies and bureaus. The rest is
contributions to multilateral funds managed by development banks and UN organisations.
Budget request
initiated
the FY18
process, introducing headline
The
White budget
House has
development spending numbers and revealing some administration priorities:
Funding cuts
Major upheaval is proposed, with funding for the State Department and US Agency for
International Development (USAID) reduced by 28.7% from the previous year to 25.6 billion
dollars. An additional 12 billion dollars is requested as part of the Overseas Contingency
Operations, an extraordinary fund which USAID uses, mostly in Syria, Iraq and
Afghanistan -- a 37.4% fall year-on-year.
The proposal eliminates funding for US climate change programmes and reduces funding
for the UN and affiliated agencies. It caps the US contribution to UN peacekeeping costs
to 25% and reduces funding for multilateral development banks (MDBs) by 650 million
dollars over three years.
Agencies
In January, President Donald Trump signed an executive order that, for the first time,
named the USAID administrator as a regular member of the National Security Council's
deputies committee. He also reinstated and expanded the Mexico City policy (global gag
rule) that restricts organisations that condone abortion from receiving US health funding
(see INTERNATIONAL: US 'gag rule' risks women’s health - February 2, 2017).
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US President Donald Trump's overview
of the budget priorities for Fiscal Year
2018 on display at the US Government
Publishing Office in Washington
(Reuters/Joshua Roberts)

Impact
• Eliminating US funding for
bilateral and multilateral
climate change programmes
may jeopardise
implementation of the Paris
agreement.
• Reduced US assistance to
low-income countries that
Washington deems ‘nonstrategic’ might reverse
development gains.
• The removal of development
agencies' support for exports
and foreign investments would
limit business opportunities
for US firms.
• Using development
assistance for short-term
foreign policy and reducing
untied aid would weaken
international cooperation on
development.
• US opposition to reforms of
international financial
institutions would also reduce
the momentum behind global
cooperation.

28.7%
Proposed cut in USAID funding
for FY18
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However, the blueprint does pledge to meet commitments for vaccination, HIV/AIDS, and
malaria programmes (see AFRICA: HIV/AIDS progress may be at risk - February 15,
2017). It also allows 'significant' funding for humanitarian assistance -- including food aid,
disaster relief and refugee programmes.
In advance of the budget, the administration began reviewing all agencies. The budget
proposes to eliminate independent agencies, including the African Development
Foundation, the US Trade and Development Agency (USTDA), and the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation (OPIC).
Policy pathways
However, the consent of the Republican-controlled Congress is needed to implement
administration measures (see UNITED STATES: Congress will crimp federal rule-making January 20, 2017). Authorisation bills will establish, continue or modify agencies and
programmes, and appropriation bills will fund those that are authorised.
Congress is unlikely to agree to the spending cuts. Several prominent Republicans have
already declared their opposition. Marginal reform of US development policy is more likely
than major upheaval.

Marginal reform is more likely
than major upheaval

Policy levers
The government can use three levers to reorient development policy:
• funding levels;
• aid allocation; and
• delivery challenges.
FY2018 development spending is likely to be reduced, though not by the extent proposed.
Cuts will not be spread equally across agencies, programmes and sectors.
Aid focus
The administration has proposed that US assistance is re-focused on international
organisations that 'advance US foreign policy interests', and on countries of 'greatest
strategic importance'. Any shift in spending allocation requires the approval of Congress.
Moreover, spending reorientation would not take effect immediately, partly because some
funds are disbursed as part of multi-year strategies that would be costly to terminate
prematurely. The existing federal budget process is also not suited to a development policy
based on 'deals', whereby the amount of aid a recipient receive depends on its support for
US foreign policy.
Development institutions
Later this year, the administration would likely propose a reorganisation of US development
institutions. However, this would not be driven only by budgetary concerns; OPIC, whose
elimination is proposed, returns about 280 million dollars annually to the Treasury.
Instead, the administration's approach reflects the positions of conservative lawmakers,
who see OPIC, USTDA and the Export-Import Bank as distorting markets. However,
elimination of agencies that help US companies export and invest overseas would
contradict the administration's aim of helping exporters and improving the trade balance.
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Shift to development finance
The administration might seek to offset some of the impact of budget cuts by accelerating
the shift from aid to development finance, whereby scarce public funds would be used to
leverage commercial capital for development purposes. This strategy would elevate
agencies that support private-sector investments such as OPIC and USTDA, while
maintaining those that reward good governance and economic freedom, such as the
Millennium Challenge Corporation.
It would phase out other grant-based agencies, such as USAID, or re-focus them on
emergency and humanitarian issues. This could be accompanied by measures to support
US companies, including more use of tied aid.
All development finance programmes could also be consolidated in a new entity dedicated
to the private sector. Alternatively, agencies and programmes could be merged in a single
Cabinet-level entity similar to the UK Department for International Development.
Presidential initiatives
Congress has codified presidential initiatives such as Feed the Future and Power Africa,
which leverage private investment with aid-based instruments across US agencies. Their
existence remains dependent on the agencies that implement them, and on coordination
by White House staff.
Multilateral organisations
In FY2016, the United States contributed 2.3 billion dollars to MDBs and 1.1 billion to the
UN, with an additional 2.5 billion for peacekeeping operations. A reduction in US voluntary
funding for multilateral organisations would be mostly borne by:
• climate funds, such as the Green Climate Fund (3 billion dollars committed, with 250
million disbursed);
• UN specialised agencies that grant membership to the Palestinian Authority; and
• to a lesser extent, MDBs' concessional arms such as the International Development
Association (3.9 billion dollars committed over three years).
The administration might oppose increases in capital to MDBs and the IMF and could
hinder reforms that would increase emerging markets' influence. It might also exercise its
voting power in these organisations to pursue its own foreign policy objectives, where this
is allowed by Congress.
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US health bill debacle will hinder Trump’s plans
Monday, March 27 2017
Speaker of the House Paul Ryan pulled the American Health Care Act (AHCA) on March
24 due to insufficient support within the Republican majority for the bill to pass. Despite
campaigning for years on repealing the Democrats’ Affordable Care Act (ACA or
‘Obamacare’) once in power, and the personal backing of President Donald Trump,
factional divisions within the House Republican majority scuppered the bill’s passage.
Some observers portrayed the defeat as casting into doubt the ability of Trump -- a relative
political newcomer -- to reshape the Republican legislative agenda after the party’s
raucous years in opposition and to push priorities on trade, taxation and investment.

What next
The difficulty of translating a shared oppositional campaign message that united different
groups of conservatives behind Trump into discrete legislative achievements will induce
legislators to pursue less ambitious legislative measures. In addition, legislators will be
reluctant to support legislation that may lose them voters ahead of congressional primaries
and the 2018 midterms. This will reduce the chances that Trump’s favoured legislation will
move through Congress.
Analysis
Trump blamed three groups on March 26 as being responsible for scuppering the bill:
• the Democratic opposition;
• the Club for Growth and the Heritage Foundation (two conservative policy
organisations); and

President Trump with Secretary of
Health and Human Services Tom Price,
left, and Vice President Mike Pence in
the Oval Office, March, 2017
(Reuters/Carlos Barria)

Impact
• Failure to repeal Obamacare’s
fiscal provisions will limit the
scope for tax cuts in future
legislation.
• Trump’s stated intention of
pulling off moderate
Democrats to pass legislation
will exacerbate intraRepublican factional spats.
• Trump could use executive
powers in a more sweeping
fashion if he cannot deliver
changes via legislation.

• the House Freedom Caucus, a hard-line group of conservative legislators.
White House officials have insisted in public and reportedly in private that Trump does not
blame Ryan for the bill's failure.
Given Trump's lack of governing experience, the failure to pass core legislation illustrates
some limits on his ability to overcome longstanding political cleavages in Washington and
shape policy-making (see PROSPECTS 2017: US politics - November 23, 2016).
The Democrats played a secondary role in the unravelling of the AHCA in the House, as
the bill triggered several substantial disputes within the Republican camp that contributed
to its failure (see UNITED STATES: ACA repeal would roil insurance markets - February
15, 2017).

The AHCA brought tactical and
ideological splits between
Republicans into the open

Republican disunity
From its very introduction, the legislation needed to bridge tactical and ideological divides
between different groups of Republicans with differing political priorities, including:
• moderate conservatives and ideological hardliners;
• the majorities in the House of Representatives and the Senate;
• Trump administration officials and the bill's congressional managers; and
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• the congressional leadership and rank-and-file legislators.
Efforts to speed the bill's passage or make concessions to shore up a flagging side in this
debate goaded opponents on the other side.
House obstacles
The bill's focus was primarily fiscal, mandating cuts to the Medicaid federal insurance
programme and reducing subsidies for purchasing insurance with less generous tax
credits.
For procedural reasons, legislation exclusively focused on reducing the long-term federal
budget deficit can pass the Senate with a simple majority via the 'reconciliation' process,
bypassing the 60-vote threshold to avoid a near-certain Democratic filibuster (see UNITED
STATES: Obamacare tactics risk policy failure - March 15, 2017).
The Freedom Caucus wanted the bill to repeal Obamacare's provisions on community
ratings for setting premiums or mandating that all insurance plans cover certain 'essential
health benefits', such as maternity care and laboratory services.
However, including substantial non-budgetary provisions in the bill probably would have
closed off the easier route of reconciliation and set up a filibuster battle with the Senate
Democrats.
Republican moderates -- leery of repealing popular elements of Obamacare or imposing
cuts to insurance coverage for party-political reasons -- signalled their opposition to the bill.
Freedom Caucus
The Freedom Caucus does not openly list its members, but current estimates place the
group at about 29-31 legislators.
Due to five vacancies in the House, the Republican leadership can only afford 21
Republican defections to pass legislation without Democratic support; this gives the
Freedom Caucus significant influence within the Republican majority.
The Freedom Caucus backed Ryan for the speakership in return for greater consultation
when the leadership formulates legislation or negotiates with the Senate, White House or
the Democrats (see UNITED STATES: Speaker Ryan will not unify Congress - November
2, 2015).
However, Ryan and the White House sought to present the Freedom Caucus with an 'all or
nothing' vote on the AHCA to prevent the hardliners from making the bill so conservative as
to jeopardise support from House moderates or the Senate.
The Freedom Caucus ousted Ryan's predecessor over the use of strong-arm tactics to
move legislation through the House, such as drafting bills in secret, limiting discussion of
alternatives and setting strict voting deadlines to force recalcitrant hardliners to back
compromise legislation they viewed as flawed.
Repeated use of such tactics seems a probable reason for the Freedom Caucus to call
Ryan's speakership into question.
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Carrots and sticks
Republican factionalism will continue to vex Trump's legislative agenda, especially as
Ryan and his leadership team have relatively few tools compared to past speakers to bring
rebellious legislators into line:

Ryan and Trump have limited
options to force rebellious
conservatives to make
compromises

Earmarking ended
The practice for 'earmarking' federal funds for individual projects in legislators' districts was
ended in 2011 at the behest of small government fiscal conservatives. Traditionally, the
party leadership could promise funding for a favoured local project in exchange for a
legislator supporting a compromise.
Committee assignments
House Republicans in 2016 changed the composition of the Republican Steering
Committee, increasing the influence of the rank-and-file membership at the expense of the
leadership.This group oversees the crucial process of assigning legislators to
congressional committees, where they can specialise on issues of importance to key local
constituencies, such as agricultural policy for legislators representing rural districts.
Ryan originally promised this change to gain Freedom Caucus approval to become
Speaker of the House, but in practice this has cost him influence over individual legislators.
Outside funding
The Republican leadership's ability to threaten malcontents' campaign funds is also less
viable than in the past. There are relatively independent, well-funded conservative groups
outside the party hierarchy, such as Americans for Prosperity and Freedom Partners,
which can support lawmakers in opposition to the leadership.
These groups pledged to support lawmakers that voted against the AHCA.
Primary worries
In the past few decades, the absolute number of house districts competitive between
Democrats and Republicans have declined. This has meant that Republicans are less
likely to lose seats to Democrats than a challenger for the Republican nomination in a
party primary. This makes challengers from the ideological right more of an electoral
threat.
An individual Freedom Caucus lawmaker can refuse to accept negotiated compromises
backed either by Trump or the party leadership with very little risk of losing their seat, as
they can argue to a small but motivated portion of the Republican electorate that they are
more closely aligned with conservative values.
Obamacare outlook
Even if the AHCA's supporters had managed to secure enough Freedom Caucus support
without bleeding moderate support in the House, the bill still probably would have stalled in
the Senate.
The White House and Ryan indicate that they do not plan to attempt another repeal
package for the foreseeable future.
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The White House will probably attempt a less sweeping overhaul via the executive by
directing Secretary of Health and Human Services Tom Price to block pending Obama-era
health rules issued by federal agencies and pursuing deregulatory steps (see UNITED
STATES: Trump picks will reshape federal role - January 11, 2017).

Republicans will probably
attempt smaller-scale
regulatory and fiscal tweaks to
Obamacare

The Trump administration may also pilot efforts to limit federal outlays or push probusiness policy innovations via the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation.
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Stagnating US women’s rights may set global pace
Wednesday, March 8 2017
As part of International Women’s Day today, rights groups have called for women across
the world to participate in a global strike, 'A Day Without a Woman'. The action urges
women to strike or avoid making purchases to highlight women’s importance in society. It
follows marches in the United States and across the world on January 21 against the
election of Donald Trump to the presidency of the United States.

Rally for International Women's Day in
Los Angeles, United States, March 5,
2017 (Reuters/Lucy Nicholson)

What next
Under Trump and Republican-dominated state and federal governments, women’s access
to health services and abortion in the United States -- and overseas -- is likely to become
more limited. The maternal mortality rate in the United States is therefore likely to
increase. Without US funding and institutional backing, and disjointed efforts among
Western governments to tackle the widespread trends towards violence against women
and economic injustice, progress on women’s rights looks set to stagnate.
Analysis
In matters of women's rights, problems in low-income countries tend to dominate
discussions, including female genital mutilation, high maternal mortality rates, inequities in
employment opportunities, gender violence, and forced and early marriage (see
INTERNATIONAL: Economics guide marriage age decisions - August 5, 2015) and (see
LATIN AMERICA: Gender violence protests will mount - November 4, 2016).
These problems are indeed prevalent, but the status of women in high-income countries is
also marked with measures of inequality and injustice. Activists at January's Women's
March in Washington drew attention to the issues of reproductive rights, economic justice,
and ending sexual assault and violence against women in the United States.

Impact
• The US cut in reproductive
health services funding will
restrict access to
contraception for millions of
women globally.
• This could lead to increases
in unsafe abortion, and higher
maternal death rates.
• In Europe, the rise of far-right
governments may also result
in reversals in legislation
protecting women’s rights.

This was in direct response to Trump's presidential campaign, in which he expressed
strong anti-abortion views, including promising to appoint a Supreme Court justice who
could help overturn Roe v. Wade, the landmark legislation which legalised abortion in the
country.
While the timing of the Women's March preceded any actual activity of the Trump White
House, the increased attention to women's rights follows several reversals in the status
and protection of women in the United States and Europe, including increased legislation
limiting access to abortion, high levels of gender-based violence, and a wide economic
participation gap.
Reproductive rights
Under President Barack Obama, Republican legislators at both state and federal levels
resisted increasing access to reproductive healthcare and abortion rights.
Legislation restricting abortion in Texas led to the closure of 82 women's health clinics in
2011. In 2016, 14 states in the United States passed legislation limiting abortion access.
Both the election of Trump and majority Republican control of 32 state legislatures and 33
governorships has emboldened this thread of governing, and the Republican efforts to
reverse legislation on women's access to healthcare and abortion are likely to increase.
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This can have disastrous impacts on women's health. In Texas, maternal mortality rates
have doubled since 2011. While a direct correlation has not been proven between maternal
mortality and clinic closures in Texas, limiting the availability of reproductive and maternal
health services, especially to low-income women, can lead to further complications in
pregnancy and birth.

The United States is the only
Western country where
maternal mortality rates are
rising

The rising mortality rate for mothers in Texas is mirrored across the United States, the
only developed country to have seen a rise in maternal mortality in the last decade (see
INTL: Maternal mortality gains - July 14, 2015).
Anti-abortion rhetoric in the United States also has implications for women's access to
reproductive health services worldwide. Trump's reinstatement of the Mexico City Policy
(see INTERNATIONAL: US 'gag rule' risks women’s health - February 2, 2017) means that
nearly 9 billion dollars of federal funding for global health projects is subject to restrictions if
organisations or clinics offer abortion counselling or services. This will have a dramatic
effect on women's health worldwide, potentially cutting off family planning and health
services to hundreds of millions of women.
Economic disparities
Aside from reproductive health, there are considerable disparities in family life
responsibilities and gaps in economic participation between men and women worldwide.
Across the globe, while more women are in the formal workforce than ever before, they
remain the primary caregivers for children and elderly relatives, while also taking on the
bulk of responsibility for household labour.
A 2016 study from the World Economic Forum found that not only do men do considerably
less unpaid household work than women, this standard begins early with young girls, who
already spend 30% more time on unpaid work than boys. This perpetuates imbalanced
labour norms and holds women back from engaging in careers, because of expectations of
unpaid labour at home.
Further, while women's participation in the workforce has been steadily increasing in the
last thirty years, they are mostly employed in low-paying jobs even though more women go
to university.
Pressure to complete domestic tasks, especially childcare, mean that women often seek
more flexible positions which are low-paying. In Europe, employment for women once they
have children is reduced by 15%, but increases by 6% for men. This means that women
are much less likely to take upper-management positions in organisations, and as of
March 1 represent just 5.8% of S&P 500 chief executives even though studies have found
that companies who employ large numbers of women outperform their competitors.

Men still are paid more even
though women are more likely
to be university graduates

More alarming, studies indicate that as women begin to take over a professional field,
salaries in the field begin to drop, demonstrating a persistent gender bias that results in
the devaluation of women's labour.
Sexual violence
Sexual assault and violence against women remains a pervasive issue, not only in
developing countries, but also in the Western world (see LATIN AMERICA: Gender
violence protests will mount - November 4, 2016).
A Europe-wide survey demonstrated that one in three women has experienced some form
of physical or sexual violence. In the United States, one in five women will be raped at
some point in their lives. An estimated two-thirds of sexual assaults are not reported to the
police, largely because of widespread victim-blaming and low levels of prosecution.
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Outlook
Trump has promised to cut federal funding for the Department of Justice's Office on
Violence Against Women, which provides grants to increase rates of investigation and
prosecution of crimes against women. Trump argues that this will help eliminate "wasteful"
spending and reduce the national budget deficit.

1 in 5
Women in the United States
who are raped at some point in
their lives

However, the percentage of the federal budget going to the office is minimal. Cutting off the
funding will have virtually no fiscal impact but it will negatively affect prosecution rates.
In addition, the Republican-held Congress is already debating how to dismantle the
Affordable Care Act, which had essential features protecting women's health, including
mandating the inclusion of birth control, maternal health services, and essential postpartum care (including breast pumps) in health insurance plans (see UNITED STATES:
ACA repeal would roil insurance markets - February 15, 2017). The Republicans'
healthcare replacement plan omits these provisions.
Despite advances in recent decades, across Western countries women continue to be
disadvantaged in accessing necessary health care, economic opportunities, and justice for
incidents of physical and sexual violence. In the United States, with a marked reversal in
political will to address underlying problems and effects of gender inequality, progress on
women's rights will remain slow, while certain key indicators, including maternal health and
reproductive rights, may worsen.
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Mexico will struggle to diversify trade
With over 80% of Mexico’s exports going to the United States,
US protectionism could do untold harm to Mexico’s economy
... While prospects for substantially increased trade
elsewhere in the world look bleak.

Mexico’s exports to the United States
and the world, 1990-2015
(billion dollars)
1994: NAFTA comes into force
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CANADA
Ottawa and
Washington may
resolve any problems
arising from NAFTA
renegotiation
bilaterally, leaving
Mexico in the cold.

UNITED KINGDOM
As the United Kingdom
leaves the EU and its
single market, its need
for new trade partners
will be as urgent as
Mexico’s.

EU
to hasten FTA
renegotiation could
greatly improve
Mexico’s access to its
500-million-strong
market.

CHINA
Mexico has an
enormous trade
deficit with China,
which looks unlikely
to improve any time
soon.

Sources: Trading Economics, UNCOMTRADE

Mexico’s only trade surplus is
with the United States...
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The United States is the only country
where Mexico has a trade surplus
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The protectionism of US President Donald Trump has made acute
Mexico’s long-recognised need to diversify its trade relations. While
the rest of the world does present trade opportunities, the obstacles
that have prevented Mexico from breaking its US dependence still
stand, and new ones are emerging.
Mexico’s geographical position -- once key to its economic success
-- may become a hindrance, impeding trade with distant Asian
and European markets, particularly of bulky exports such as cars.

AFRICA
Trade ties with Africa
are minimal and are
unlikely to improve
quickly.

EAST ASIA/AUSTRALIA
A salvaged Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP),
possibly including
China, would improve
trade, but require long
negotiations.

_ Import taxes will spur smuggling of otherwise
legal goods into the United States, diversifying
_ The weak peso could cushion the blow of
import taxes temporarily, buying Mexico some
time to pursue new trade deals.
_ The United Kingdom’s need for quick post-Brexit
deals, and inexperience in negotiating them,

introduces heavy taxes on Mexican imports.
While words of solidarity from Latin America may bolster hopes of
stronger regional ties, modest economic growth and clashing interests
suggest such rhetoric may not evolve into anything more concrete.
See also: Trump trade threats pose many challenges for Mexico -- February 10, 2017
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Perez will back 'big tent' approach for US Democrats
Tuesday, March 7 2017
Democratic National Committee (DNC) Chair Tom Perez tweeted yesterday that President
Donald Trump’s renewed travel ban order is “dangerous and un-American”. Perez won the
DNC chair position in the first contested party leadership election in more than a decade.
He will help formulate the Democrats’ near-term response to the party’s November election
loss and help formulate future policy and strategy.

Deputy DNC Chair Keith Ellison, left,
and DNC Chair Tom Perez speak with
the press in Atlanta, Georgia
(Reuters/Chris Berry)

What next
Should many voters lose their health insurance coverage via Republican efforts to repeal
the Affordable Care Act (ACA or 'Obamacare') or conservative factional squabbles force
through cuts to popular federal entitlement programmes, the Democrats under Perez
would have a compelling counter-case in 2018 or 2020 for traditional Democratic voters
who stayed at home in 2016 or voted for Trump.
Analysis
The Democratic Party elected former Secretary of Labor Tom Perez to be its next
chairman on February 25, ending a seven-month period of instability at the top of the
party's internal structure.
His election not only indicates what the political and campaigning style of the Democratic
Party will be for the next few years but may also consolidate the Democratic opposition to
the Republican Party in Congress and the Trump administration.
This will be essential in the first months of the administration while Trump and
congressional Republicans remain at odds over many key political priorities. Proposed
changes to social welfare and economic policies may favour Democrats electorally in the
longer term (see UNITED STATES: ACA repeal would roil insurance markets - February
15, 2017).

Impact
• Republican leaders in
Congress will struggle to set
the policy agenda with an
uncooperative White House in
the limelight.
• Left-wing Democrats will
oppose environmental policy
concessions to help
vulnerable moderates in
Appalachia and the West.
• Control over post-2020
electoral boundary
redistricting will prove an
added incentive for embracing
party unity on both sides.

Perez and Obama
Perez's election was, in part, an affirmation of the direction in which the Democrats intend
to go in the next few years. Perez, a lawyer from Maryland, worked in labour and civil
rights before joining the administration of former President Barack Obama. Many Obama
administration officials endorsed his run, including former Vice President Joe Biden.
Ideologically, Perez is considered to be aligned with the Obama wing of the Democratic
Party, in contrast to both the more market-friendly and interventionist views presented by
Hillary Clinton in the 2008 primary campaign and the more radical social-democratic policy
stances of her 2016 rival for the Democratic nomination, Senator Bernie Sanders.

Despite strong ties to centrist
liberal groups, Perez can work
with the Sanders wing of the
Democrats

Obama's approach embraced many progressive policy positions, such as expanded labour
union rights and more comprehensive environmental protections, but seeks to implement
them in methodical ways that build consensus around their propriety, rather than by more
radical means.
Perez and fellow progressive Democrats believed that the party had become complacent
under Obama, ceding congressional control to the Republicans, underestimating Trump's
appeal in the Midwest, and losing a record number of statehouses (see UNITED STATES:
Trump will test allies and institutions - November 9, 2016).
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He views the party's shock 2016 election losses as a result of aiming individual policies at
select groups within the Democratic coalition without a unified message for the broader
country. This has been one of the two chief criticisms within the party against Clinton's
presidential campaign.
Ideological dimensions
Perez's main opponent, Representative Keith Ellison of Minnesota, has long been a
member of the Democratic Party's left wing and was an early and vocal supporter of
Sanders's bid to become the 2016 Democratic nominee.
Ellison and other left-wing Democrats believed that Obama's methodical policy style was
too moderate and too concessionary to conservatives.
Their narrative of the 2016 loss centres on the workers who suffered the most in the wake
of the 2008 financial crisis but did not recover in the ways that those in cities such as New
York and San Francisco did.
These workers have long formed a solid core of Democratic support, particularly in the
industrial Midwest. Many of them either refused to vote this past election, or voted instead
for Trump rather than Clinton.
Ellison and the left wing of the party support policy based on substantial federal
interventions benefitting these workers -- such as creating a single-payer healthcare
system -- and are less receptive to arguments about the impact of such policies on the
private sector.
Perez supported the now-moribund Trans-Pacific Partnership trade pact for providing an
international framework for labour protections in the bloc, whereas Ellison opposes trade
liberalisation and considered the mooted protections insufficient (see ASIA: RCEP to fill
gap as Trump pulls out of TPP - January 23, 2017).
Balloting
Perez won on the second ballot -- a surprisingly quick result for many -- despite a crowded
field, which seemed to reflect the desire for the Democratic Party to advance its greatest
points of appeal while consolidating itself internally.
Obama stayed away from the party conference, but many party members saw Perez as
the Obama choice, while Ellison was the Sanders choice.
In the end, despite Ellison gaining the public support of many of the party's congressional
leaders, Perez's election sets the future tone of the party as a 'big tent' approach that
brings together its most effective elements:
• methodical, broad-appeal progressivism (influenced by Obama);
• belief that the Democrats' core constituent bases (industrial workers, educated
professionals, younger voters, immigrants, non-whites) continue to form a realistic
winning electoral coalition ahead of the 2018 and 2020 elections; and
• acceptance of more progressive stances on finance, trade, the environment and health
policy (influenced by Sanders).
However, Perez's election will see a continued commitment by Democrats to enact such
policy through careful and evidence-driven deliberation, rather than pursuing ideological
panaceas.
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Electoral strategy
The DNC election also featured a return to the comprehensive national political campaign
strategy advanced by former DNC Chair Howard Dean that sought to get Democrats
elected to public office in every state and municipality in the country, in addition to
Congress and the presidency, known as the 50 State Strategy.
This marks some recognition that the party needs not only a broader base from which new
Democratic politicians can rise up the ranks but also broader geographic appeal outside of
economically strong metropolitan areas in order to hold power in the decentralised US
policy-making system.

The Democrats will attempt to
widen their geographic reach

Many Democratic supporters criticised the party for seeming to abandon the strategy when
Obama was still in office, which led to significant losses for Democrats nationwide while
conservative groups advanced the claim that the Obama administration was trying to
assert stronger federal control.
The Democratic Party of 2017-18 will try to reverse that, with the intent of retaking
Congress and many state legislatures over the course of the next four years, thought the
2018 midterm map is a difficult one for it (see UNITED STATES: Democrats will rebuild
from Senate - December 19, 2016).
Party-political landscape
Although Republicans control both Congress and the presidency, Republicans nationally
see the party as sharply divided along ideological lines (a continuity from the Obama
years).
They also face new divisions on their relative degree of acceptance of Trump's freewheeling
governing style and unorthodox views by Republican on fiscal issues, trade, national
security and immigration policy (see UNITED STATES: Trump will undercut McMaster at
NSC - February 22, 2017).
The difficulties of congressional Republicans in formulating legislation altering Obamacare
and the looming showdown between the big-spending wishes of the White House and
Republican deficit hawks will provide Perez and other Democrats with ample fodder for
electioneering.
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coverage or reforming federal
entitlements are risky policy
steps for Republicans
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